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Abstract: Large textual corpora are often represented by the document-term
frequency matrix whose elements are the frequency of terms; however, this matrix
has two problems: sparsity and high dimensionality. Four dimension reduction
strategies are used to address these problems. Of the four strategies, unsupervised
feature transformation (UFT) is a popular and efficient strategy to map the terms
to a new basis in the document-term frequency matrix. Although several UFT-
based methods have been developed, fuzzy clustering has not been considered
for dimensionality reduction. This research explores fuzzy clustering as a new
UFT-based approach to create a lower-dimensional representation of documents.
Performance of fuzzy clustering with and without using global term weighting
methods is shown to exceed principal component analysis and singular value
decomposition. This study also explores the effect of applying different fuzzifier
values on fuzzy clustering for dimensionality reduction purpose.
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1 Introduction
Very large-scale text data management and analysis has been one of the frontiers for current
and future research (Council, 2016) due to the availability of millions of documents in digital
libraries, such as MEDLINE/PubMed (Karami et al., 2019a), and billions of comments
and posts in social media such as Facebook and Twitter discussing different issues such as
health (Karami and Shaw, 2019; Karami et al., 2018b), organizations (Karami and Collins,
2018), politics (Karami and Elkouri, 2019), and natural disasters (Karami et al., 2019b).
While these large datasets provide extremely useful and valuable resources for researchers,
there is a need to develop new approaches for processing high dimensional data.
Copyright © 201X Inderscience Enterprises Ltd.
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2 A. Karami
Document-term matrix (DTM) is a common method to represent documents using
frequencies of words in a corpus (Patel and Chhinkaniwala, 2018). For example, in the
following DTM word 3 (w3) appeared 2 times in document 1 (d1).
A =

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10
d1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
d2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
d3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

In DTM, each document has a limited number of words and doesn’t cover all the words
in a corpus. So, most elements are zero in a row. DTM suffers from two problems: sparsity
and high dimensionality (Peng et al., 2018). Sparsity means that the number of elements
having zero value is more than the number of elements having non-zero value (Karami,
2017). High dimensionality denotes that there are numerous elements in DTM leading
to cost and time concerns (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). For instance, a DTM with 50,000
documents and 100,000 words has 5 billion elements where more than 80% of them is zero.
These two problems have negative effects on the performance of data mining techniques
(Crain et al., 2012).
To overcome sparsity and high dimensionality problems, dimension reduction (DR)
methods have been developed as a per-processing step for reducing the original DTM
dimensionality, and improving speed and accuracy of machine learning methods. Four
DR strategies have been developed: supervised-feature selection (SFS), unsupervised-
feature selection (UFS), supervised-feature transformation (SFT), and unsupervised-feature
transformation (UFT). Although the supervised approach uses class labels for the learning
task, there is no prior knowledge for the unsupervised approach (Liu and Motoda, 2007).
Feature selection finds a subset of words in DTM that can describe the original data for
supervised or unsupervised learning tasks (Wu and Flach, 2002; Abualigah et al., 2017).
Many existing databases are unlabeled because large amounts of data make it difficult for
humans to manually label the categories of each document. Moreover, manual labelling
is expensive and subjective. Hence, unsupervised learning is needed for DR to minimize
expense and time for the learning task runtime. It is worth mentioning that unsupervised
DR methods can also be used for supervised learning tasks. On the other side, feature
transformation methods use all the original data points, but feature selection methods use
only a subset of the original data points. Because a large portion of data is lost by feature
selection methods, UFT-based DR methods are preferred (Mac ParthaláIn and Jensen, 2013).
DR methods using the UFT strategy are based on approaches such as linear algebra,
statistical distributions, and neural networks (Van Der Maaten et al., 2009). Although the
fuzzy approach has contributed to DR based on the feature selection approach (Jensen and
Shen, 2004b; Mac ParthaláIn and Jensen, 2013), fuzzy clustering has not been considered
as a DR approach.
This paper will investigate the DR ability of fuzzy clustering along with the performance
impact of using different global term weighting (GTW) methods and fuzzifier values. This
research compares the DR application of fuzzy clustering with principal component analysis
(PCA) and singular value decomposition (SVD) using document classification and shows
that fuzzy clustering has computational advantages over PCA and SVD. Specifically, the
goals of this research with respect to DR application are to:
• compare the performance of fuzzy clustering, PCA, and SVD with and without
applying GTW methods.
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• explore the impact of different fuzzifier values on fuzzy clustering performance.
The contributions of this manuscript are three-fold. First, this paper introduces fuzzy
clustering as a new approach for text data dimensionality reduction. Second, this study
explores different fuzzifier values to propose a proper fuzzifier value for the dimensionality
reduction application. Third, this research investigates the impact of GTW methods on fuzzy
clustering.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the related work section, we
review the DR research. In the methodology and experiment sections, we provide more
details about using fuzzy clustering as a new DR approach along with an evaluation study
to verify the effectiveness of fuzzy clustering. Finally, we present a summary, limitations,
and future directions in the last section.
2 Related Work
Using large volumes of text data has encouraged researchers to look for DR methods that
enhance the quality of the original documents with a lower dimensional representation
(Crain et al., 2012; Saarikoski et al., 2015). Many DR methods have been applied to
text mining based on four categories (Cunningham, 2008): supervised-feature selection
(SFS), unsupervised-feature selection (UFS), supervised-feature transformation (SFT), and
unsupervised-feature transformation (UFT) (Fig. 1). Feature transformation methods use
all the original words, but feature selection methods use only a subset of the original words.
Unlike supervised learning, which uses class labels to help DR, it is a difficult problem in
unsupervised learning to reduce the original dimensionality without the class labels (Dy
and Brodley, 2004). In this section, we review these four DR strategies.
Dimension Reduction
Supervised
Feature Selection Feature Transformation
Unsupervised
Feature Selection Feature Transformation
Figure 1 Dimension Reduction Strategies
2.1 Supervised-Feature Selection
SFS explores the best minimum subset of the original words (features) for labeled data.
Assume that W = {w1, w2, ..., wm} and L = {l1, l2, ..., lk} denote the words and the
class label set where m and k are the number of words and labels, respectively. D =
{d1, d2, ..., dn} is the corpus where n is the number of documents. The goal of supervised-
feature selection strategy is to find F = {f1, f2, ..., fp} that is a subset ofW with p features
(p < m) with respect to L. The most popular SFS-based methods are information gain
(Yang and Pedersen, 1997), ReliefF (Liu and Motoda, 2007), Chi-square measure (Gao
et al., 2017), and genetic algorithm (Goldberg and Holland, 1988).
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2.2 Supervised-Feature Transformation
SFT categories transfer the words to new dimensions for labeled documents. The goal of
SFT strategy is to map the words in W onto q clusters, C = {c1, c2, ..., cq}, with respect
to L where q << m. For example, linear discriminant analysis is a supervised-feature
transformation method using Fisher criterion based on maximizing the between class scatter
and minimizing the within class scatter (Mika et al., 1999).
2.3 Unsupervised-Feature Selection
Unlike SFS, UFS explores the best minimum subset of the original words for unlabeled
data. The goal of unsupervised-feature selection strategy is to find F that is a subset of W
with p features (p < m) without havingL. Different methods have developed based on UFS
strategy such as non-negative matrix factorization (Lee and Seung, 1999), Laplacian score
(He et al., 2006), category utility (Gluck and Corter, 1985), and expectation maximisation
(Dy and Brodley, 2004).
2.4 Unsupervised-Feature Transformation
Unlike SFT, UFT transfers the words to new dimensions for unlabeled data. The goal of UFT
strategy is to map the words in W onto q clusters, C = {c1, c2, ..., cq}, without having L
where q << m. For instance, principal components analysis (PCA) is a linear unsupervised-
feature transformation to map a set of correlated features into a set of uncorrelated features
using orthogonally (Abdi and Williams, 2010; Rajput et al., 2012). Although other UFT-
based methods such as Kernel PCA (Schölkopf et al., 1998), Isomap (Tenenbaum et al.,
2000), Laplacian Eigenmaps (Belkin and Niyogi, 2002), local tangent space analysis (Zhang
and Zha, 2004), and multilayer autoencoders (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006), PCA is
still among the most effective UFT-based method (Van Der Maaten et al., 2009). Latent
semantic analysis (LSA) is another popular UFT-based method. While PCA uses eigen-
decomposition of the covariance matrix, LSA uses singular value decomposition (SVD) for
feature transformation (Deerwester et al., 1990). SVD detects the maximum variance of the
data in a set of orthogonal basis vectors (Sweeney et al., 2014).
Feature selection vs feature transformation methods. The output of feature selection
methods is easy to interpret; however, the output of feature transformation may not be
interpreted by the domain expert (Cunningham, 2008). While the feature transofmration
methods use all the features of a datasets, the information loss is a side effect of the feature
selection methods during the feature picking process (Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2009).
Supervised vs unsupervised methods. While the objective of supervised mtehods is clear,
the objective of unsupervised methods is less clear (Cunningham, 2008). In addition, the
number of categories is known for supervised methods; however, that number is unknown
for unsupervised methods. Due to the labeling process, the supervised process is costly and
time-consuming; however, the unsupervised process is inexpensive and efficient (Hindawi,
2013).
Some studies have used fuzzy logic to develop DR methods using supervised and
unsupervised feature selection strategies such as the methods developed based on rough
set attribute reduction (RSAR) (Jensen and Shen, 2004b,a; Chouchoulas and Shen, 2001;
Jelonek et al., 1995; Shen and Chouchoulas, 2001). These methods rely on retaining
important features and removing irrelevant and redundant (noisy) features (Mac ParthaláIn
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and Jensen, 2013). This research investigates the application of fuzzy clustering for DR
based on a UFT strategy to avoid losing information.
3 Method
This paper uses fuzzy clustering for DR based on a UFT strategy to obtain a new basis that is
an optimum combination of the original bases for unlabeled documents. Among the related
well-known methods, PCA and LSA are widely used methods (Hinton and Salakhutdinov,
2006). PCA convertsDTM that contains n objects or documents withm variables or words
to three matrices: a linear combination of variables for each object (t), vectors of regression
coefficients (P ), and residuals (E) (Fig. 2).
DTMn×m → tn×k
PTk×m
+ En×m
Figure 2 Matrix Interpretation of PCA (Bro and Smilde, 2014)
On the other hand, LSA applies SVD to DTM to drop the least significant
singular values and to keep k singular values. SVD converts DTM to three matrices:
diagonaliseDTM ×DTMT (U), singular values ofDTM(S), and diagonaliseDTMT ×
DTM(V T ) (Fig. 3). In both PCA and SVD, the original basis is represented by a new
reduced base with k dimensions where d << m and d << n.
DTMn×m → Un×k
Sk×k V Tk×m
Figure 3 Matrix Interpretation of SVD (Cunningham, 2008)
The traditional reasoning has a precise character that uses true-or-false rather than more-
or-less decisions (Zimmermann, 2010). Fuzzy logic adds a new extension to this reasoning
moving from the classical logic of 0 or 1 to the truth values between zero and one (Zadeh,
1973). In fuzzy logic, ifX is a collection of data points represented by x, then a fuzzy setA
inX is a set of ordered pairs,A = {(x, µA(x)|x ∈ X)}. µA(x) is the membership function
which maps X to the membership space M , which is between 0 and 1 (Karami and Guo,
2012).
Clustering is an unsupervised approach for grouping similar documents (Siddiky et al.,
2012; Jayabharathy and Kanmani, 2015). The goal of most clustering algorithms is to
minimize the objective function (J) that measures the quality of clusters to find the optimum
J which is the sum of the squared distances between each cluster center and each data point
(Ahmed et al., 2018). There are two major clustering approaches: hard and fuzzy (soft). The
hard approach assigns exactly one cluster to a document, but the fuzzy approach assigns a
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degree of membership with respect to each of cluster for a document (Karami, 2015). Among
fuzzy clustering techniques, fuzzy C-means (FCM) is the most popular model (Bezdek,
1981) that minimizes J by considering the following constraints:
Min Jq =
k∑
f=1
n∑
j=1
(µfj)
q||dj − vf ||2 (1)
subject to:
0 ≤ µfj ≤ 1; (2)
c∑
f=1
µfj = 1 (3)
0 <
n∑
j=1
µfj < n; (4)
Where:
n= number of documents
k= number of clusters
µ= membership value
q= fuzzifier, 1 < q ≤ ∞
d= document vector
v= cluster center vector
In this research, we use fuzzy clustering to cluster the documents represented byDTM
in a fuzzy way. The membership degree for each document with respect to each of the
clusters is between 0 and 1 and is assumed to be a new basis to representDTM . We assume
that fuzzy clustering converts DTM with n documents and m words to a new reduced
matrix (C) with k variables or dimensions (k << m) (Fig. 4). Also, fuzzy clustering does
not lose information in DTM and does not need to select a subset of dimensions such as
in SVD.
D
oc
um
en
ts
Words Fuzzy Clusters
D
oc
um
en
ts
DTMn×m → Cn×k
Figure 4 Matrix Interpretation of FC
Assume that there are 10 words in a corpus with 5 documents represented by a DTM
(Fig. 5). Word 4 (w4), for instance, appears two times in document 3 (d3). By applying
fuzzy clustering on DTM to find two fuzzy clusters, matrix C is created. For instance,
document 5 (d5) with a membership value of 0.4106981 belongs to cluster 1 (c1) and with
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DTM =

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10
d1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0
d2 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
d3 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0
d4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
d5 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
→ C =

c1 c2
d1 0.2118281 0.7881719
d2 0.8619096 0.1380904
d3 0.0681949 0.9318051
d4 0.8301873 0.1698127
d5 0.4106981 0.5893019

Figure 5 A Numerical Example for DR Application of Fuzzy Clustering
a membership value of 0.5893019 belongs to cluster 2. In this example, fuzzy clustering
converts DTM5×10 sparse matrix to a non-sparse C5×2 matrix and reduces the dimension
space by 80%.
Numerous fuzzy clustering variations have been developed (Baraldi and Blonda,
1999a,b). In this study, we use the soft (fuzzy) spherical k-means method because this
method has been developed for sparse text and can be efficiently parallelized for large scale
datasets (Dhillon and Modha, 2001). This method iterates between determining optimal
memberships for fixed prototypes and computing optimal prototypes for fixed memberships
(Dhillon and Modha, 2001).
This paper examines the DR performance of PCA, SVD, and fuzzy clustering (FC) with
and without applying four GTW methods including entropy, inverse document frequency
(IDF), probabilistic inverse document frequency (ProbIDF), and normal (Table 1).
Table 1 GTW Methods
Name Formula
Entropy 1 +
∑
j pij log2(pij)
log2 n
GFIDF
∑
j fij∑
j b(fij)
IDF log2
n∑
j tfij
Normal 1√∑
j tf
2
ij
Symbol tfij defines the number of times word i occurs in document j. With m words
and n documents:
b(tfij) =
{
1 tfij > 0
0 tfij = 0
(5)
pij =
tfij∑
j tfij
(6)
The entropy method gives higher weight to the terms that occur less frequently and
in few documents (Dumais, 1992; Karami and Gangopadhyay, 2014). While IDF assigns
higher weights to rare terms and lower weights to common terms (Papineni, 2001; Patrick,
2015), GFIDF is another IDF variation in which words appearing once in every document
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or once in one document get the smallest weight (Karami, 2015; Karami et al., 2015b).
ProbIDF gives weight to words based on frequency in one document and in all documents
(Dumais, 1992). Finally, the normal method is used to correct discrepancies in document
lengths and to normalize the document vectors (Kolda, 1998; Karami et al., 2015a).
4 Experiments
This section is divided into two parts that consider the results generated by fuzzy clustering,
PCA, and SVD for DR purpose with and without applying GTW methods. The goal of
the experiments is to evaluate the DR application of fuzzy clustering against PCA and
SVD by document classification. This research considers the accuracy average of three high
performance classification algorithms including Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost), Functional
Trees (FT), and Random Forest (Chimieski and Fagundes, 2013; Sweeney et al., 2014; Rao
et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2008; Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006; Qi et al., 2006). This
evaluation and complexity analysis help to demonstrate the usefulness of the DR application
of fuzzy clustering for high dimensional sparse text data.
This study uses two datasets, the irbla R package for computing SVD and PCA (Baglama
and Reichel, 2017), the skmeans R package for fuzzy spherical k-means clustering with
100 iterations and 1e-5 as the minimum improvement in objective function between two
consecutive iterations (Hornik, 2017), the lsa R package for computing GTW methods
(Wild, 2015), and the Weka tool Hall et al. (2009) with its default settings for document
classification. The experiments consist of three steps: data preparation, dimension reduction,
and classifier learning. The two benchmark datasets with thousands of documents employed
between 10 and 100 reduced (transferred) features (dimensions).
4.1 Datasets
In this research, we leverage the two publicly available datasets:
• Reuters dataset (Lewis, 2004): This dataset has 21,578 documents identified with
different news categories. This corpus has been utilized in several studies such as
Karami (2017), Wang et al. (2018), and Revanasiddappa and Harish (2019). Two classes
were created for binary classification. The documents in the Grain class were labelled
as “Grain" and the rest of the documents were labeled as “Not Grain".
• Ohsumed dataset (Hersh et al., 1994): This dataset has 20,000 documents with different
cardiovascular disease categories. Two classes were created for binary classification.
This corpus has been used in different studies such as Karami et al. (2018a), Kim et al.
(2018), and Kim et al. (2019). The documents in the Virus Disease class were labeled
as “Virus Diseases" and 5000 documents were randomly selected from the rest of the
documents and labeled as “Not Virus Diseases".
4.2 Document Classification
Document classification assigns a document to a class using the words as features in a
corpus. To avoid high dimensionality and sparsity, fuzzy clustering, SVD, and PCA are
used to reduce the number of features without considering the labels. We then trained the
three classification methods on ten reduced dimensions from 10 to 100, incremented by 10.
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To avoid optimistically biased sampling with respect to the whole dataset, this research
tracks the performance of fuzzy clustering against PCA and SVD with the 5-fold cross
validation method where the data is broken into five subsets for five iterations. Then these
five results are combined to create a single estimation. The benefit of this method is that all
documents are used for both training and testing. Each of the subsets is selected for testing
and the rest of the sets are selected for training.
The output of a classifier is presented as a confusion matrix (Table 2) with the following
definitions (Tsai and Chan, 2011; Rinaldi, 2013):
Table 2 Confusion Matrix
Predicted
Negative Positive
Actual Negative TN FPPositive FN TP
• True Negative (TN) is the number of correct predictions that an instance is negative.
• False Negative (FN) is the number of incorrect predictions that an instance negative.
• False Positive (FP) is the number of incorrect predictions that an instance is positive.
• True Positive (TP) is the number of correct predictions that an instance is positive.
This step comes with and without applying four GTW methods to determine whether
these methods offer an improved classification performance over the data. Classification
accuracy is an evaluation metric to measure how well the classifier recognizes instances
of the various classes. The accuracy of a classifier is the percentage of correctly classified
documents in a test set (Chimieski and Fagundes, 2013).
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
(7)
4.3 Evaluation Results
In this part, we report the evaluation results based on the document classification of the two
datasets. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the average of the three classifiers accuracy for PCA, SVD,
and fuzzy clustering with four fuzzifier values including q=1.5 (FC − 1.5), q=2 (FC − 2),
q=2.5 (FC − 2.5), and q=3 (FC − 3). From these two figures, it can be seen that DR using
fuzzy clustering produces better results than DR using PCA and SVD for all the number of
dimensions from 10 to 100.
FC-1.5 provides better accuracy in most of the classification experiments and shows the
highest stability with the lowest standard deviation value followed by FC-2, FC-2.5, FC-3,
SVD, and PCA. Although increasing the number of dimensions mostly has a negative effect
primarily on the accuracy performance of PCA and SVD, fuzzy clustering shows a stable
performance with a lower standard deviation than SVD and PCA. While SVD shows more
stability than PCA, the latter exhibits better accuracy than the earlier one.
Fig. 8 to Fig. 17 show the average of the accuracy for the three classifiers with and without
applying GTW methods using the Reuters dataset. These figures indicate that 46% of the
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Figure 6 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset
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Figure 7 Classification Evaluation for OHSUMED Dataset
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FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95400
0.95450
0.95500
0.95550
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 8 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=10
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 9 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=20
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 10 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=30
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 11 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=40
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 12 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=50
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FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 13 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=60
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 14 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=70
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 15 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=80
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 16 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=90
FC-1.5 FC-2 FC-2.5 FC-3 PCA SVD
0.95300
0.95400
0.95500
No-GW Entropy GF-IDF IDF Normal
Figure 17 Classification Evaluation for Reuters Dataset with GW - K=100
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experiments including SVD and 63% of the experiments excluding SVD show negative or
neutral effects of GTW methods on the classifiers. Applying GTW methods has a 72% and
100% positive effect on the performance of PCA and SVD, respectively. The highest effect
of GTW methods is on SVD, followed by FC-2.5 with 72% positive effect. The weighting
methods with the most negative effect is exhibited by FC-1.5 with 87% negative effect
followed by PCA, FC-3, and FC-2 with 57%, 55%, and 52% negative effects, respectively.
In sum:
• DR with fuzzy clustering outperforms PCA and SVD in most of the experiments.
• Fuzzy clustering with fuzzifier value 1.5 shows better DR performance than Fuzzy
clustering with fuzzifier values 2, 2.5, and 3.
• GTW methods generally provide no effect or a negative effect on the performance of
DR using fuzzy clustering.
• PCA produces a better DR performance than SVD but GTW methods help SVD more
than PCA to produce better DR.
While the complexities for PCA and SVD methods are O(mnlog(k)) and
O(mnlog(k) + (m+ n)k2), respectively (Halko et al., 2009), the complexity of the fuzzy
spherical k-means method is O(n+ k) (Dhillon et al., 2002) where m is the number of
words, n is the number of documents, and k is the number of dimensions or clusters. Other
than the complexity advantage, there are other benefits for the DR application of fuzzy
clustering including no loss of dimensions, the ability to estimate the number of clusters or
dimensions with the methods such as silhouette index (Campello and Hruschka, 2006) and
Xie-Beni index (Xie and Beni, 1991), and working with both discrete and continuous data.
5 Conclusion
There are a large number of documents in online environments such as digital libraries and
social media. The first step in analyzing these huge corpora is to represent the text data with
DTM; however, this technique suffers from high dimensionality and sparsity problems. To
overcome these two problems, DTM should be processed with DR methods to reduce the
dimensionality for better accuracy. The exponential growth of text data indicates that DR
still needs improvement and new perspectives. DR methods have been developed based on
four strategies among which UFT is a popular and efficient strategy. While a wide range of
UFT-based DR methods has been developed, fuzzy clustering has not been considered as a
DR approach.
This study discusses the DR application of fuzzy clustering based on the UFT strategy.
This paper applies fuzzy clustering to DTM to represent a matrix in which the elements are
the fuzzy membership degree values of documents with respect to clusters. The efficiency
and effectiveness of fuzzy clustering for DR are demonstrated through complexity and
classification accuracy comparison with PCA and SVD using two well-known corpora.
This paper’s results illustrate that fuzzy clustering is a competitor to powerful methods
such as PCA and SVD in the context of DR for document collections. Indeed, the advantages
of fuzzy clustering include less complexity, no loss of information, and the ability to work
with both discrete and continuous data. Moreover, there are already developed methods to
estimate the optimum number of dimensions (fuzzy clusters).
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This paper has some implications. First, the proposed dimension reduction approach can
be used for structured data, semi-structured, and unstructured data. Second, the proposed
approach can be used as a pre-processing step for both supervised and unsupervised machine
learning techniques. Third, the presented fuzzy approach improves the speed and accuracy of
big data mining processes. Fourth, this research is beneficial for a wide range of applications
such as information retrieval, pattern recognition, data visualization, and microarray data
analysis in genetics.
This research has two limitations. The first one is that this paper has studied one fuzzy
clustering method. The second one is that this research has utilized two dimension reduction
methods for the evaluation. We will investigate other fuzzy clustering and dimension
reduction methods in our future study.
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